
Chandra X-Ray CenterMITCenter for Spae ResearhMEMORANDUMSeptember 25, 2002To: Martin Elvis, SDS Group LeaderFrom: Glenn E. Allen, SDS ACIS SientistSubjet: ACIS Bad Pixel STATUS BitsRevision: 1.1URL: http://spae.mit.edu/CXC/dos/dos.html#bpixbitsFile: /nfs/x/h2/gea/sds/dos/memos/memo bpix status bits 1.1.texThe sixteen bits of the olumn STATUS of an ACIS bad pixel �le (e.g. * bpix1.�ts) are used to desribewhy a pixel or olumn is designated as \bad." Events that our on a bad pixel have a STATUS bit setto one in the Level 1 event data �le and are exluded from the Level 2 event data �le. Sine a bad pixel�le for an observation is the union of pixels and olumns identi�ed as bad for many observations in a badpixel ARD �le and pixels that are identi�ed as bad for the observation (e.g. are identi�ed as suh in the biasmap(s) for the observation), the Level 1 bad pixel �le (not the bad pixel ARD �le in the CALDB) shouldbe used to produe an instrument map and an imaging or grating ARF for the observation.Unless otherwise indiated, the desriptions in the table below apply to TIMED mode observations. Forontinuous-loking mode observations, bad pixels (and olumns) are onsidered bad olumns.1 STATUS bitsSTATUS IntegerBit Representationy Condition(s) for whih the STATUS bit is set to one0 1 The pixel is identi�ed as bad in the CALDB bad pixel ARD �le.1 2 The olumn is identi�ed as bad in the CALDB bad pixel ARD �le.2 4 A bias-parity error ourred for the pixel.3 8 The bias value for the pixel is 4095. This ondition indiates that thepixel is identi�ed as bad in the onboard bad pixel list or is outside theregion for whih events an be reported.y This integer representation is appropriate for mahines that use the \big-endian" onvention for bytestrings, where the �rst byte of the string is assumed to ontain the highest-order bits.



STATUS IntegerBit Representation Condition(s) for whih the STATUS bit is set to one4 16 The bias value for the pixel is 4094, whih indiates that a bias-parityerror ourred for the pixel.5 32 This bit is used to identify the olumns along the outer edge of a CCD atCHIPX = 1 and 1024. No events an be reported for these olumns.6 64 For TIMED mode observations, this bit is used to identify the rows alongthe outer edge of a CCD at CHIPY = 1 and 1024. No events an bereported for these rows.7 128 Unused.8 256 For TIMED FAINT, TIMED VFAINT, and ontinuous loking modeobservations, this bit is used to identify the eight pixels that surround abad pixel (and a pixel in a bad olumn). This ondition does not apply toa pixel or olumn if only one (or more) of the bad pixel STATUS bits 5,6, 11, 12, or 13 is set to one.9 512 For TIMED VFAINT mode observations, this bit is used to identify therows and olumns that are immediately adjaent to the outer edge of aCCD. (i.e. CHIPX = 2 and 1023 and CHIPY = 2 and 1023).10 1024 This bit is used only for TIMED VFAINT mode observations. It is usedin a similar fashion as bit 8. For a bad pixel (or a pixel in a bad olumn),this bit is set to one for the sixteen pixels that surround the eight pixelsfor whih bit 8 is set to one. This ondition does not apply to a pixel orolumn if only one (or more) of the bad pixel STATUS bits 5, 6, 11, 12,or 13 is set to one.11 2048 This bit is used to identify the olumns at the mid-hip node boundary(i.e. CHIPX = 512 and 513). The events reported for these olumns areoften produed by osmi rays instead of X rays.12 4096 This bit is used to identify the olumns at the quarter-hip node bound-aries (i.e. CHIPX = 256, 257, 768, and 769). The events reported forthese olumns are often produed by osmi rays instead of X rays.13 8192 This bit is used to identify the region a�eted by the \FEP0" problem.14{15 | Unused.
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